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Abstract

by Glover ([I 11, [12N and has been used to sub-optimally
solving a wide range of important optimization problems
from theory and practice, in both sequential and parallel settings.
In the sequential setting considerable efforts have been
done by the researchers and as a result there is a long list
of problems to which the TS has been successfully applied
such as scheduling problems (e.g. [16, 26, 7, 191). graph
problems (e.g. [ 131). resource allocations (e.g. [20, 231).
layout problems (e.g. [21, 9, 151). to name a few. We have
observed that all these implementations are ad hoc and quite
dependable on the problem at hand. This approach has,
at least, two drawbacks. First, one has to implement the
method from scratch for any problem of interest and, second, it is difficult to introduce even small changes in the
code since it would require the modification of most of the
implementation.
In combinatorial optimization we are often encountered
with mefhods for sub-optimally solve optimization problems and such methods apply almost in the same way to
all problems (for example, the ingredients of Tabu Search
method are the same for any problem to which one would
like to apply the method). It is, therefore, quite interesting
to have a genericprogram or a kind of template from which
one could derive instantiations for any problem of interest.
Many authors have pointed out that TS may be viewed as
an engineering design approach. In this spirit, we dealt with
the design and sequential implementation issues of TS from
a generic programming paradigm (see [3]). Our objective
was twofold: in one hand to obtain a powerful engine from
which sequential implementations of Tabu Search could be
obtained, and, more importantly, to use the sequential implementation in order to automatically obtain parallel implementations. These properties are achieved by a careful
design of the skeleton identifying the common entities of
the TS method.
TS have also been considered in the parallel setting to
exploit the advantages of the parallelism. Parallelism permits to use more resources to obtain good solutions in rea-

In this paper we present two generic parallel skeletons f o r Tabu Search method -a well known meta-hewistic
for approximately solving combina toria 1 op tim ization pro b lems. Thejrst skeleton is based on independent runs while
the second in the classical master-slave model. Orir starting
poinl is the design and implementation of a sequential skeleton that i s rised later as basis for the two parallel skeletons.
Both skeletons provide the riser with the followings: ( a )
permit to obtain parallel implementations of Tabu Search
method ,for concrete combinatorial optimization problems
from existing sequential implementations; ( b ) there is no
need.for the user to know neitherparallel programming nor
communication libraries; ( e )the parallel implementation of
Tabu Search for a concrete problem is obtained aritomatically.from a seqriential implementation of Tabu Search for
the problem. The skeletons, however; requirefrom the riser a
sequential instantiation of Tabu Search method for theproblem at hand. The skeletons are implemented in C + + rising
M P I as commrinication library and offer genericiry, jlexibility, component reuse, robustness and time savings. We have
instantiated the two skeletons for the 0-1 Miiltidimensional
Knapsack problem, among others, f o r which we report comprita tional results.

1. Introduction
Many interesting combinatorial optimization problems
are shown NP-hard [ 101 and hence unlikely to be solvable
within a reasonable amount of time. Heuristics have proved
a good alternative to cope in practice with such hard problems. Among these heuristics there is also the Tabu Search
(TS), a meta-heuristic designed to find approximate solution
of combinatorial optimization problems. It was introduced
'This research was partially supported by the IST Program of [he EU
under contract number IST-1999-14186 (ALCOM-FT) and the CICYT
project TIC1999-0754-CO3 (MALLBA).
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Importantly, the skeletons offer an automatic parallel
implementation of the TS method for any given problem from an existing sequential implementation. There
is no need for the user to know neither parallel programming techniques nor communication libraries. Interestingly, we have observed from the experimental results that for both skeletons, in spite of being generic,
there is no loose in efficiency. We have instantiated our
parallel skeletons to 0- 1 Multidimensional Knapsack and
have executed them over an homogeneous PC cluster at
our department (www.lsi.upc.es/-mallbdBA-Clustern, using L,inux and MPI as communication library. Our results
are quite satisfactory and promising.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give
an overview on TS and present the sequential skeleton together with some details of the instantiation for the 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack. In Section 3 we present the parallel skeletons. the one based on independent runs model
(Subsection 3.1) and that of master-slave model (Subsection 3.2). Some experimental results are also given. We
conclude in Section 4 with some remarks and outline future
work.

sonable computing times. Parallel versions of heuristics
also tends to yield more robust implementations than the
sequential ones. Those ideas have been investigated both in
the context of TS and that of other meta-heuristics. In [61
the authors present a whole taxonomy of parallel TS strategies while in [5] they present fundamental ideas to design
parallel strategies for meta-heuristics in a general context.
Those ideas are applicable to a wide range of problems, yet
the existing parallel implementations for different problems
(e.g. [24, 8, 181) are ad hoc implementations. So, while
from a theoretical point of view there is almost clear how
to exploit parallelism in the TS method in general, in practice the known parallel strategies are applied using specific
knowledge of the problem at hand. This fact, in a sense,
constitutes a gap between generic parallel programming and
concrete parallel implementations for TS. To reduce this
gap we have designed and implemented (in C++ using MPI
Library) two parallel skeletons for TS from the paradigm
of generic parallel programming. The concept of generic
programming has turned out to be very useful to parallel
programming in a manner that allows good expressibility,
reuse, robustness yet maintaining the efficiency. Parallel
generic programming paradigm has been used in several
other contexts (e.g. [17, 22, 13, 251). This paradigm, applied to the TS method, allows us to obtain a general enough
procedure that permits the instantiation of the TS method
for any optimization problem.

2. Sequential Skeleton for Tabu Search
T!; belongs to the family of local search algorithms but
here i.he search is done in a guided way in order to overcome
the local optima. Roughly spcaking, the method starts from
an initial solution and jumps from one solution to another
one in the solution space but tries'to avoid cycling by forbidding moves which take the solution , in the next iteration,
to solutions previously visited (called "tubri"). To this aim,
'TS keeps a memory (tabu list) which is historical in nature.

Our first skeleton exploits the independent run parallelism. From a sequential implementation of TS for a given
problem (via our sequential TS skeleton), the user can automatically obtain a parallel implementation for the problem based on independcnt runs. In this model, at the beginning there is a distinguished processor that distributes the
same data to the processors, then each processor runs the
TS independently, and at the end, the distinguished processor receives the solutions found by different processors and
reports the best solution and statistical information. This
kind of parallelism though trivial is especially important in
the context of TS since it requires extensive experimenting
so as to identify adequate parameters that guide the search.
Such a fine tuning usually results in time consuming, hence
the independent runs parallelism permits a better use of resources and clear time savings.

2.1. Main Entities of Tabu Search.
Recall that we are given an optimization problem conisisting of: (a) a set of instances 1;(b) to a given instance
:c E .I,there corresponds a set of feasible solutions S(z);
IC) a cost function f : S + W associating a cost f ( s ) to
:solutions s E S . The goal is to find an optimum solution
.S* E S with respect to j and an optimization criteria (minimization or maximization). For example, in 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack we are given a set of n items. each of
them is associated a benefit, and there are nz linear restrictions on the capacities. A feasible solution is any subset of
items that satisfy the capacity restrictions and its cost is the
sum of the benefits of the items. The objective is to find a
:;ohtion that maximizes the whole benefit. Hence. we have
h e fcdlowing entities:
]Problem. The instance of the problem to be solved.
Solution. Represents a feasible solution to the problem.
Since TS is an heuristic method, the acceptability criteria

The second skeleton is based on the classical masterslave model. In this model, there is a master processor that
controls the search. At the beginning, the master sends the
same data to the rest of processors and waits until they finish a TS iteration consisting in computing a new solution
in the solution space by exploring the neighborhood of the
current solution. Once each processor reports its proposed
next solution, the master selects the best among all of them,
sends it back to the processors and the search is launched
from this new solution.
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for TS is to find a feasible solution s' E S of cost f(s') as
close as possible to the optimum cost f(s*).
Neighborhood. It is the set of all possible solutions, denoted by n / ( ~ that
) , are reached from a given solution s in
a single step (called move). TS moves from s to S' E n/(s)
which is the best among all (or part of) n/(s).
Move. It is a transition between feasible solutions, more
precisely it performs some local perturbation over the solution it is applied to and thus yielding another solution.
Moves are given the tabu status if they lead to previously
visited solutions, but TS also establishes an aspirarion criteria so that tabu moves can be accepted if they satisfy it.
Tabu list. To prevent the search from cycling among the
same solutions, TS uses a short term memory -the so-called
tabu list- to represent the trajectory of solutions already visited by keeping track of already performed moves. Such
moves will be forbidden from being selected in at least one
subsequent iteration.
Intensification. It seems reasonable to inrensify the search
if we had evidence that the region being explored may contain good solutions. To this aim, TS incorporates an intensification procedure that allows the region to be deeply
explored.
Diversification. TS method launches the diversijication
procedure to spread out the search in another region when
no better solutions are found in the current (intensified) region. This allows the TS method to escape from local optima.
Main procedure. We have checked out several existing TS
implementations and have observed that the main procedure
is not standard since the authors implement it differently,
using specific knowledge of the problem at hand. Since we
wanted a skeleton for TS such that any problem couldJt
in, we had to deal with the design process of a component
by abstracting from a large number of different implementations for TS. This component (called Solver) was going
to be the principle engine of any program for TS obtained
by instantiating the skeleton. The main procedure of the
TS method uses the previous defined entities and concepts.
This use can be completely specified (and hence the method
itsel0 if a generic-enough interface is defined for each entity
involved. Moreover it allows the method to be parallelized
only by performing a parallel implementation of the main
procedure.

(e.g. intensification and diversification).
Note that, except for the main procedure, the concrete
representation of the entities defined above depends on the
problem to be solved. The basic idea behind the sequential
skeleton is to allow the user to instantiate any combinatorial
optimization problem of interest by only defining the most
important problem-dependent features. Elements related to
the inner algorithmic functionality of the method are hidden
to the user.
The classes forming the skeleton are structured and labelled according to their "availability". The ones implementing inner functionalities of the method (e.g. the
main procedure) are completely provided by the skeleton.
whereas there are some classes whose implementations are
required to be instantiated by the user. Therefore, the
classes forming the skeleton are classified into two groups:
(a) Provided Classes: They implement the TS method
itself and the rest of inner functionalities. There are only
two in the skeleton: the class Solver and the class Setup.
The class Solver implements the main procedure of the TS,
maintains the state of the exploration and supplies methods to allow the parallelization of the skeleton (see Subsections 3.1 and 3.2). The class Setup contains the parameters
needed to run the method (e.g. number of intensifications,
tabu list size, etc.). Moreover, the user can consult the state
of the exploration process.
(b) Required Classes: They represent the rest of the entities and functionalities involved in the TS method whose
implementation depends on the problem being solved. We
have abstracted the necessities of each entity but the way
they are carried out when solving a problem depends
strongly on the problem itself. All this leads us to define
C++ classes with a fixed interface but no implementation,
so the Solver can use them in a "blind and generic way."
We have separated the C++ classes of the skeleton in
three parts (see Figure 1) sharing a unique name-space: (1)
class interfaces at file Tabusearch. hh. (2) implementation of the provided classes at Tabusearch . p r o . cc and,
(3) implementation of the required classes at TabuSearch.req.cc.

2.2. Design and Implementation
The main entities mentioned above are easily introduced

into either C++ classes or methods according to a logical
definition in the context of the TS method and Object Ori-

TS skeleton

ented Programming paradigm. Some of them have directly
become C++ classes (e.g. problem, solution and move)
while others have been introduced into classes a$methods

Figure 1. File compositionof the TS-skeleton.
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3. l’arallel Skeletons for Tabu Search

The instantiation of the skeleton for a given problem is
the process of completing the requirements of the classes labelled as required with the features of the problem at hand.
That means choosing data types for representing the entities and implementing the methods of the required classes
according to the chosen data types. We show how some of
the entities and concepts abstracted in Section 2 have been
translated into classes and methods, and also some details
about how to instantiate the skeleton for the Knapsack problem.
The provided class Solver represents the TS Method itself and all the internal features related to the search. A hierarchy is defined over class Solver in order to differentiate
among sequential and parallel solvers. Part of the interface
for class Solver follows:

Due to the separation of required and provided classes,
a generic parallel implementation of the TS method can be
obtained by simply parallelizing the provided part. So, the
user’s instantiation can also run in parallel effortlessly.
1’s can be parallelized in multiple ways. By now, we
have implemented two different parallel versions of the
skeleton: the direct parallelization by independent runs (IR)
and the Master-Slave (M-S) model. The essentials of the
two implementations consist in: (a) the main parallelized
part is the method itself (i.e. provided part) so the parallelism remains hidden to the user and his “sequentialthought” instantiations must run in parallel without any effort for him; (b) only by defining how the participating
classes are represented and by implementing the methods
in them, a user can obtain either a sequential implementation or a parallel one to solve his problem via TS. So the
user does not need to “think in parallel”. (See the complete
version of the paper [ 2 ] for more details on implementation
issues and full experimental results).

provides class Solver {
public:
Solver (const Problems, p, const Setups, s ) ;
virtual -Solver 0 ;
const Problems problem 0 const;
const Setups
setup 0 const;
virtual void run ( ) = O ;
virtual void perform-one-independent-run
0 =O;
virtual void perform-one-phase
0 =O;
void set-current-solution
(const Solutions s ) ;

. ..

};

The required class Problem represents the instance of
the problem to be solved.

3.1. Independent Runs Model

requires class Problem [
public :
Problem 0;
-Problem();
ostreams operator<<(ostream& o,const Problem& p);
iscreams operator>>(istreams i,Problem& p);
opackrtc operator<<(opacketS o,const Problem& p ) ;
ipacket; operator>>(ipacket& i,Problem& p);
Direction direction ( ) const;

This model consists of simultaneous and independent
executions of the same program in order to lately select
the best solution among all the solutions obtained. In this
model many different search paths can be explored simultaneously using the same time that a sequential model would
use to explore a unique path. Clearly, the main gain is in
computation time. There is no relation between the number of independent runs and the quality of the solution obtained by each of them but usually a better global solution
is found compared to a sequential model. In particular, we
have: implemented a slight variation of this model in which,
the Coordinator processor generates strategies (an initial solution and some setup parameters) and then each processor executes the TS program according to its strategy. We
have implemented and tested the IR model over the BACluster. The main drawback of the MPI implementation
used (MPICH) is that it spends much time initializing the
parallel processes. Neither it allows dynamic process creation, so the processors to be used are determined at the beginning of the parallel execution. Full control of the search
is delegated to each of them, without any distinguished processor, But in order to start the whole process and gather the
solul.ions found a coordinator is maintained. The coordinator processor distributes the input to all the processors and
collects the solutions in order to select the best one. Note
that the coordinator processor is not a master processor (in
the sense of the M-S model). The IR model has a coarse
grain parallelism.

1;

To instantiate the 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack Problem
it is needed a representation for the benefits. the capacities

and the constraint matrix. This representation is then added
to the previous class as private attributes.
private:

int -nb-items, -nb_constraints;
arrayZ<doubLe> _constraints;
array<double> -benefits, -capacities;

The direction of the problem is maximization, then:
Direction P r o b 1 e m : : d i r e c t i o n O { return Maximize; }

Running the sequential skeleton. Once the instantiation is
completed, the user may run it with a simple program that
declares a sequential solver and calls the run method:
#include “TabuSearch.hh”
int Main (int argc, c h a r * * argv) {
using skeleton Tabusearch;
Problem problem;
ifstream f l ( a r g v [ l ] ) ;
fl > > problem:
setup setup;
cin >> setup;

1

/ / Problem from a file
/ / Setup from t h e stdin

Solver-Seq solver (problem,setup) ;
solver.run0;
C O U ~<< solver.best-solution() << endl;
<< endl;
cout << solver.best-cost0
return 0;
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3.2. The Classic Master-Slave Model
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3.3. Experimental Results for 0-1 Multidimensional
Knapsack Problem
We have instantiated both parallel skeletons for 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack Problem. Part of the experimental results using four processors are given in Table 2 (for
IR model) and Table 3 (for M-S model). These results
are obtained for six instances from the OR-Library [I]'
and have been executed with different maximum execution times and different number of processors. The column
header instance refers to the instance name, n and m are
respectively the number of variables (items) and the number of restrictions; best known cost column gives the best
known cost in the literature up to now [4] for the instance
and best cost found indicates the best cost found by our parallel implementation. More results can be found at [2] and

{

solver-IR s o l v e r ( p r o b l e m , s e t u p ) ;
solver.ruri0;

cmt

Figure 3. Results for 0-1 MKNP instances under M-S model using 4 processors.

#include "TabuSearch.hh"

...

m

known

In the classic Master-Slave model there are two distinguished kind of processors: a muster processor and identical processors called slaves. The main work (the control)
is performed by the master and the slaves are subordinated
to the master's work. The master processor spawns slaves
processors, initializes them, assigns subtasks and collects
their results. Then it computes a final result from the results
obtained by the slaves and incorporates it (in some sense)
to its work. So the master controls the whole process and
uses slaves to its own benefit. On the other hand. the slaves
are only expected to provide a service to the master. So this
model is a one-to-many utilization relation.
The M-S model has some clear advantages: (a) flexibility and scalability. e.g. the slaves can be implemented in
many different ways and they can be easily added; (b) separation of concerns, i.e. master does coordination and the
main work and slaves do specific subtasks; (c) efficiency of
the parallelism itself. The M-S model, however, can represent some disadvantagesmch as machine dependency and
no-feasibility, the definition of subtasks may not always be
possible.
We have implemented and tested the M-S model over the
BA-Cluster. The master is not allowed to create and destroy
dynamically the slaves due to the MPI implementation used
(MPICH). The master processor runs the TS method and
uses slaves to cxplore in parallel the neighborhood and to
choose the move that leads to the "best" next solution (note
that the exploration should not be deterministic). Different
M-S models have been implemented according to the nature
of moves and the way the ncighborhood is explored.
Notice that there is no a proper instantiation to thc parallel skeletons. Both, the concretc representation of the
classes and the implementation of their methods are done
"thinking in sequential". The parallelization remains hidden to the user and does not influence his instantiation. The
user has to instantiate the sequential skeleton and the same
instantiation also serves for parallel implementations.
Running the parallel skeletons. The parallel skeleton is
run as explained in Subsection 2.2. The user only needs
to declare an object of the class Solver implementing TS
method via IR or M-S model (i.e. to select the appropriate
subclass of Solver) and to call the run method.

i n t M a i n ( i n t a r g c , char'*

n

/ / I R model solver

...

www. Isi.upc.es/-mj blesa/TSExperiments/knapsack.html.
I http://mscmga.ms.ic.ac.ult/info.html
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4. Conclusions and Future Work
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In this paper we have presented two parallel skeletons
for TS method designed and implemented using the generic
parallel programming paradigm. The first skeleton is based
on independent runs while the second in the master-slave
model. In order to achieve these implementations we first
designed and implemented a sequential skeleton. The user
obtains parallel implementations of TS method for concrete
combinatorial optimization problems from existing sequential implementations. There is no need for the user to know
neither parallel programming nor communication libraries.
The skeletons, .however, require from the user a sequential instantiation of TS method for the problem at hand.
We have instantiated the two skeletons for the 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack problem and have observed that
the parallel skeletons are easy to use, permit considerable
time savings, and other properties such as robustness and
genericity due to the generic programming and object oriented programming. In spite of being generic, there is no
loose neither in efficiency nor in the quality of solutions.
We are actually testing our -skeletons on other combinatorial optimization problems, concretely for Quadratic Assignment Problem, k-Cardinality Tree Problem, ResourceConstrained Project Scheduling Problem, among others,
and comparing both the quality of solutions and efficiency
of our implementations as compared to ad hoc implementations for these problems.
We plan to implement other variants of parallel skeletons
for TS such as Master-Slave with strategies and MasterSlave with neighborhood partition, again from the generic
parallel programming paradigm. We also plan to simplify
even more the execution process of the parallel programs,
in a sense, hide even more the parallelism. A cleverer parallelism can be obtained by checking the underlying system
where the execution will take place. We want our skeletons to automatically configure the execution according to
this underlying system. This auto-configuration should be
accurate-enough in order to take the maximum profit from
the number of available processors, their load and so on.
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